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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/99 Dated at Jaipur:- 02-09-2013 

To, 

Shri A.K.Bhargava 
Chief General Manager, 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,  
JAIPUR–302010 

Sub: Consideration of requests for transfers after completion of tenure posting in Telecom, Finance & Civil 
wing. 

Ref: This Association letter no.179 dt.02-02-2013, no.230 dt.02-05-2013, no.84 dt.22-06-2013, no.86 dt.10-
07-2013, No. 95 dt. 28-07-2013. & No. 96 dt. 08-08-2013. 

Respected Sir, 

 In reference to the above cited subject, even though some requests for transfer in cadre of SDEs(T) 
and DEs(T) have been considered during recent postings of SDEs(T) & DEs(T), but many requests for transfer 
in cadre of SDEs(T) are still ignored, requests for transfer in JTOs(T), JAOs and Civil wing is still pending the 
same has been agreed may times. We again request for your kind self for consideration of all requests for 
transfers pending in various streams after completion of the stipulated tenure period. 

In Civil wing Rajasthan no requests have been considered since long. Even after reminding so many 
times above requests are still unsettled. Maximum SDEs were accommodated at the same place on promotion 
instead of clearing all the requests. HR Cell is working on self-determined monopolised way instead of caring 
the policies & staff welfare. The same ignorant way has been adopted by Civil wing too. This has created a 
serious frustration among the executives. The situation has become very explosive. If the issue is further 
ignored, we have left no way except moving on agitational path. 

Even after agreeing in every meeting the issue is kept still unsettled for SDEs(T), JTOs(T), JAOs and 
Civil wing. We once again request for considering all the pending requests immediately in all streams. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 
  

 
 

(M.K.Morodia) 
Circle Secretary 

Copy to:- 

1. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA, New Delhi for n/a at CHQ level. 
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